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The following pages are excerpted from the introduction to my book manuscript, Poets 
Beyond the Barricade: Rhetoric, Citizenship, and Dissent after 1960 (This was previously 
titled Rhetoric and Public Engagement in Poetry after 1960.) It is under contract with the 
University of Alabama Press and will appear in 2012. 
 
I wanted to share this portion of the introduction with the search committee because it 
introduces some of the problems of communication, dissent, and public action in social 
contexts that motivate my research. You’ll see also that it invites readers to consider how 
rhetorical poetry, “tactical media”, and other performative actions engage notions of 
citizenship, dissent, and public culture—all of which compel my study in civic discourse. 
I also believe that the following pages provide a sound presentation of the theoretical and 
practical commitments of this book (the excised material announces the major chapters 
and case studies, which I am happy to share should you wish to see more).  
 
You can access my research description online at 
http://rhetoricandpublics.wordpress.com/research/ to better contextualize this sample in 
relation to my studies in rhetoric and public culture. Thank you for taking the time to read 
my work, and please let me know if you have any questions. 
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Introduction | “The Press of Possibility”: Poetry, Public Culture, and Modality 
 
 
Rhetoric performs in a strange domain of motivated possibilities, all 
needed in some civil scheme, all imbued with value colorations: 
attributions of purpose, cause, destiny, praise, blame, all embedded in 
scenarios of realization. 
 
—Nancy S. Struever1 
 

 
American public culture requires the social possibilities expressed through civil activism 

and dissent. Examples of such potential are especially abundant in the first half of the last 

century, ranging from the heroic Seattle General Strike of February 1919 to the Vietnam-

era resistance efforts so broadly publicized by the print and broadcast media of the 

period. Poets, artists, novelists, filmmakers, and musicians have accompanied many 

violent and peaceful struggles. Art, broadly speaking, contributes to how public protest 

and dissent renew political possibilities when confronting contingent capitalist and 

governmental forms of power. And yet, while the arts may have provided a compelling 

counterpart to situations requiring revolutionary struggle in the past, many are hard 

pressed to see relationships between poetry and social movements now: Who, outside of 

the numerous though relatively isolated poetry communities today, can even name a 

living public poet who associates with vibrant or contentious political messages? Allen 

Ginsberg perhaps was the last poet of protest held in regard by a mass audience. But 

since the 1960s and ’70s such figures have faded from popular scenes of engagement. 

Many wonder what happened to poetry, and to the poet’s responsibility for shaping the 
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possibilities of the nation’s political and social life. Has poetry failed to put forward the 

actions and capacities required for successful public engagement? 

 The answer that motivates the commitments of this book is no: Poetry remains 

active in the imagination and enactments of public space. Open-mic readings in coffee 

shops, bars, and cafés, the publicity generated by Poetry Slams and the Spoken Word 

Movement televised by shows like HBO’s Def Poetry series, and the robust cultural 

significance of the St. Mark’s Poetry Project, the Nuyorican Café, or Bob Holman’s 

recent projects with the Bowery Poetry Club, have all kept poetry thriving within popular 

imagination.2 National Poetry Month each April is celebrated with community-sponsored 

readings, lectures, workshops, prizes, and events. Every week around the country there 

are readings and lectures devoted to poetry. The growth of creative writing programs and 

community outreach through poetry instruction in public schools and many prisons also 

have made it possible for poetry to reach a wider number of readers than ever. Even 

communities of poets once considered to be on the political or formally experimental 

fringe now find popular and professional acceptance as teachers and editors at many 

universities and public institutions across the country.3  

 But how does poetry engage public culture? How does it contribute to the ways 

we understand our social and political commitments? Is such understanding even possible 

or necessary through poetry today? Since the hopes of revolutionary change that once 

associated with poetry now seem remote, it has become common to dismiss poetry’s 

public effects on contemporary culture. Certainly it possesses a place in the public 

imagination, but in a world profoundly shaped by an ongoing War on Terror and a 
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predatory and seemingly indefatigable capitalist system, poetry often disappoints those 

looking for ways to enact art’s modernist heritage of revolutionary change. Poets are not 

so much considered “Legislatures of the world,” as Shelley saw them; they appear more 

like cultural shopkeepers who, for this reason, possess claims on popular culture and 

entertainment, but offer little in terms of revolutionary change.  

Poetry, however, is not alone in its seeming neglect of the revolutionary event. 

Radical confrontations of power are nowhere evident on the cultural horizon. Whether we 

look to visual artists or to filmmakers, to musicians or to social activists, no one in the 

West is leading the revolution. Why, then, should poetry be held accountable for this 

seeming failure? Perhaps, instead, the questions to ask should focus on how poetry 

accomplishes certain significant public work, composing actions and capacities in some 

readers and auditors. This kind of rhetorical poetics in many ways resembles the “tactical 

media” of Internet-based activism in arts and technology discussed by Rita Raley, who 

argues that critical social and political confrontation often is leveraged by hackers, 

performers, and digital artists. While “tactical media,” much like rhetorical poetry, 

contributes temporal and ephemeral encounters with a localized and specific audience, it 

can nonetheless expand critical awareness for certain technology users and witnesses of 

these discrete social performances. Tactical media does not, however, pursue the many 

fantasies of the romance of the revolutionary event. “The right question to ask is not 

whether tactical media works or not, whether it succeeds or fails in spectacular fashion to 

effect structural transformation,” Raley argues, “rather, we should be asking to what 

extent it strengthens social relations and to what extent its activities are virtuosic.”4 
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 Poets Beyond the Barricade: Rhetoric, Citizenship and Dissent after 1960 

contributes to conversations in rhetorical studies and literary history by showing how 

social relations in public culture are, indeed, strengthened by specific actions produced 

within the often-rigid parameters of postindustrial society and public culture. The 

rhetorical poetry in these pages is similar to the tactical media Raley describes in that 

they all rely on specific forms of engagement that contribute to public culture, education, 

and an expansion of capacities prior to deliberative moments of rhetorical debate. 

Specifically, as I will describe below, modalities of rhetorical intervention in poetry can 

enact gestures that allow new possibilities to persist within the contingent situations and 

specific pressures of contemporary American and global culture. The goal for the poets in 

this book is not to change the world broadly speaking, but to accomplish specific 

strategies within the shifting possibilities available to public situations. While the dream 

of the revolutionary event may inform certain practices, most of the poets here are well 

aware of the limitations they face, and as a consequence of this, they present possibilities 

that exist within the parameters of actually existing situations. There are, however, 

problems to address before describing in greater detail how rhetorical poetic engagement 

in publics can work: We must, for instance, consider our demands of poetry as a public 

art in a postindustrial social and political milieu that is realized by such terms as 

administered world, biopolitics, control society, and public sphere; we must also consider 

how the cultural legacy of poetry and rhetoric in the modern era creates a significant 

division in attitude toward formalist gesture and aesthetic production on one hand, and 

symbolic acts or engagements in language on the other. From there specific instances of 
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public engagement suggest what, indeed, poetry in today’s public culture realistically can 

accomplish. 

 

Postindustrial Society and Art 

Contemporary poetry adheres through a mixture of lore, institutional literary study, 

popular culture, personal affinity, and in-group identifications. This invites many 

misconceived practices as well as misunderstood perceptions of poetry’s cultural 

significance. Adorno observed how the separation of poetic practice from its cultural 

reception increased significantly after the tumultuous and horrific conflicts of the Second 

World War. He described how “[e]verything about art ha[d] become problematic: its 

inner life, its relation to society, even its right to exist.”5 The “administered world” in 

which art and poetry struggled to establish positions in society often compromised 

revolutionary commitments that became increasingly reified in the context of popular 

culture entertainment. Intellectual and artistic commitments soon gave way to 

performances of political spectacle. If the poems of Anna Louise Strong reinforced the 

commitments and political solidarity of workers early in twentieth-century Seattle, by 

mid-century the political poetry available for public consumption spoke not to workers, 

but addressed the capacities of a cultural market that reproduced political sensibilities and 

social values—values that were changing in a Cold War society. Allen Ginsberg did not 

inspire revolution: he reinforced certain social possibilities, helping to establish 

permission for readers to consider new relationships between the individual and society. 

Part impresario, part cultural prophet, he spoke not to the revolutionary moment, but to 
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its latent possibilities within a postwar situation of economic prosperity filtered through 

the conservative political paranoia of communist invasion. The success of the Beats was 

in part generated by a popular aversion from prescriptive Cold War-era social and moral 

attitudes. The performance of political beliefs through poetry helped shape the emergent 

social attitudes of the 1950s and ’60s. But rather than confronting power in the form of 

worker solidarity, poets like Ginsberg validated broader cultural impulses for personal 

experiences through sex, drugs, religion, and other cultural expressions of the individual. 

While revolution may have animated the art house conversations of the Bohemian dives 

in San Francisco’s North Beach or New York’s Lower East Side, the political purpose 

was often lost in the exchange for new forms of self-expression.6 

 This corruption of the poet or artist as a fallen demigod, whose political voice is 

absorbed into the commodification of its forms in the cultural marketplace, associates, 

too, with Michel Foucault’s notion of biopolitics, a term that describes the disciplinary 

functions of the individual in industrial societies.7 While notions also like Gilles 

Deleuze’s “control society” portray the kind of technological and biological union of 

discipline and desire that describes postindustrial society and the failure of the 

revolutionary event’s emergence, the poets I turn to retain a faith in public possibilities: 

they employ, moreover, rhetorical gestures that align these hopes within actualities of 

existing conditions. Some are difficult to characterize in modernist literary traditions, and 

many disassociate from publicity-driven forms of technocapitalism by focusing their 

efforts on specific targets well beyond the concerns of popular culture.8 If the Beats 

adapted public forms of poetry to engage the concerns of a changing mass culture in 
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postwar America, many poets after 1960 similarly adapted to the shifting social features 

of the nation to accommodate the needs of society: they advanced new perspectives of 

civic engagement, war protest, and racial segregation at the outskirts of public culture. 

Just as the workers strikes and commitments to solidarity of the early twentieth century 

no longer provided an audience for the poets of the 1950s, so too the popular sentiment of 

the 1960s, ’70s, and ’80s soon revived in the Reagan era a conservative ideology that no 

longer responded to these “tales of Beatnik glory.” No longer motivated by free love in a 

period where HIV/AIDS made headlines, or compelled by experimental drug use and 

self-exploration in an era that witnessed yuppie “power lunches”, “power ties”, and more, 

the radical and experimental optimism that greeted the Beats slowly reverted to a 

conservative sense of values. Poets after 1960, therefore, whose work evolves out of the 

social struggles for justice in the Cold War, slowly find their audiences changing, and as 

a result they discover strategies that let them adapt new public gestures even as the 

features of public culture necessarily shift. 

 I linger over these descriptions of poetry and postindustrial society to point out the 

great difficulties activists and artists face in contexts that certainly are compromised by 

thorough extensions of power. The vast systemic and internalized processes that shape 

contemporary society make social and political activism fraught with conflicts, internal 

contradictions, prejudices, self-corrections, and presuppositions. And yet the situations 

such conflicts and contradictions reveal are best understood by examining the motives 

and strategies that often produce public forms of engagement. Thus, the poetic activism 

that surfaces in this book is largely dependent on communicative situations where 
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possibilities for intervention are present in the attitudes and beliefs of specific poets: their 

attempts to intervene in specific situations are motivated by hopes of radical change. 

Indeed, new actions and capacities grow from the kinds of confrontations with belief and 

desire many poets today encourage. My own concern, however, about how such change 

takes place, leads me to sympathize with those looking for the revolutionary event in 

contemporary culture, even as this book departs from that theoretical optimism. I retain, 

however, insofar as rhetorical theory reveals the possible successes or failures of 

particular poetic engagements in U. S. society after 1960, a firm commitment to showing 

how these practices inform pubic life and give shape to emergent possibilities. For their 

part, the authors and activists who appear in this book theorize their rhetorical-poetic 

practices based on public models of engagement, and so while it is important to recall the 

ways in which an “administered world” may inform a good deal of what goes on in 

contemporary life, as well as providing a context in which to consider poetic work, it 

leaves little space for public engagement in ways the poets here imagine their own 

contributions. Public culture, then, acts as the rhetorical-theoretical site of engagement 

for the poets whose efforts animate the concerns of this book.9 

 

Rhetorical Modalities 

One way to understand poetry invented for specific forms of public engagement is to 

investigate the kinds of rhetorical modalities that enable this specific form of verbal art to 

produce actions and capacities in readers and auditors. While Kenneth Burke’s theory of 

motives certainly applies to how poetry can be understood in a rhetorical context (in 
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chapter 2, for instance, I rely on Burke significantly), the more recent work by Nancy S. 

Struever strongly informs how I approach modality in rhetoric as a method for describing 

the ways in which poetry can initiate site-specific actions in public culture.10 By adapting 

Struever’s arguments—arguments that for her derive from the quarrel of philosophy and 

rhetoric, and are, in many ways, associated with the philosophical writings of C. S. 

Peirce—Poets Beyond the Barricade: Rhetoric, Citizenship and Dissent after 1960 shows 

how possibilities can be actualized in situations of social conflict between committed 

public actors. Sharing similarities with modal logics, Struever’s adaptation of modality 

for rhetoric focuses on “the press of possibility, the discrimination of the actual, the 

response to necessity and contingency. And rhetoric as hermeneutic, as a specific, 

traditional contribution to understanding civil interests, tasks, performances, carried in 

texts, signs, deeply engages modality as primary quality of civil experience.”11 Modality 

as Struever presents it establishes a useful strategy for understanding poetry because of 

its own complicated historical relationships to philosophy and rhetoric, relationships I 

will outline briefly in a moment. For now it is important, however, to show the ways in 

which a hermeneutical rhetoric of modality—or a rhetorical poetics—presses upon public 

culture through temporal and spatial shifts, as well as through investigations that disclose 

unrealized possibilities by “a code of gestures” adapted for “intervention, interference, 

[and] ‘acting up’.”12 

 Although he is not a poet, the German social and aesthetic critic Walter Benjamin 

is presented by Struever (along with Kafka), as an “example of rhetorical brilliance in 

investigation,” and her description of his critical work affirms the kinds of rhetorical-
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poetic engagements I will pursue later on.13 Benjamin’s “post-Kantian engagement with 

defining conditions of possibility” also maps onto a “post-Nietzchean ‘philology of the 

future.’”14 Such an association within a philosophical tradition lets Struever cast 

Benjamin’s significance as a cultural critic within a rhetorical tradition of performance 

and “beliefs generating rhetorical habits of action in his criticism.” She is then able to 

connect this modernist tradition with the Roman rhetorician Quintilian, for whom 

“gesture, gestus or actio, was the preeminent rhetorical skill.”15 As Struever continues, 

“gesture,” for Benjamin, “describes the most basic unit of rhetorical effect, of material 

force in communication, and, still, only loosely attached to semantic structures; and, he 

regards gesture, surely, as timeful practice, not pure, stop-time visuality.”16 Through 

“gesture” Struever relates “discursive force” as “a complicity with the modality of 

contingency: the inquirer works in ‘accidental, external, and even strange aspects in bond 

with the historical process.’ The task is to confront ‘the capacity to be at home in 

marginal domains.’”17 Benjamin, as collector, translator, and cultural critic, provides a 

model of rhetorical modality, too, because he stresses “the materiality, [the] physicality 

of thinking-gesture as rubric.” Struever continues, writing: 

As opposed to systemic classificatory habits that relegate, deposit, these 

are topoi that rhetorically work in reverse: requesting links threads of 

argument; they supply substance, ends, but not means; and, lacking means, 

they provoke our connection-making by the absence of explicit 

connections, soliciting, in short, possible arguments in response.18 
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Benjamin’s habits of investigation “energiz[e] belief.” And Struever reminds us “that 

belief in possibility as primary domain of operation generates particular habits of action 

in rhetorical inquiry.”19 For Struever, Benjamin is engaged in “literature and criticism as 

intervention, yet the modal status of the intervention is precisely what is at issue. Not 

only are the demarcations impossible/possible insecure, but the actuality, the direction of 

the gesture is troublesome, descriptions are reactive, expositions too reflexive to place.” 

Benjamin, then, is the preeminent rhetorician for Struever because of “the appreciation of 

the primacy of gesture” and for “his wild originality in generating possibility in response 

to contingency as context.”20 

 I have spent time with Struever’s arguments about Benjamin’s rhetorical 

modalities of possibility and gesture because the German critic provides an example that 

literary critics, poets, and theorists of cultural studies and communication will all 

recognize. I hope also by taking the rhetoricized version of Benjamin as a critical model 

for many of the rhetorical poets I describe below, certain disciplinary divisions that often 

accompany boundary-crossing works such as this may be suspended, at least temporarily. 

Modality helps show how literature can be focused in particular moments to pursue new 

outcomes in contingent situations that reveal new possibilities, or that realize actualities 

nascent to ideological conflict. The basic strategy of the gesture produces public conflict 

and initiates ethical procedures between poet/performer and reader/audience in certain 

situations of print, digital media, and other performative spaces. Modality is the 

expressive force issued in certain contexts that require interventions in order to address 

the actions and capacities of public participants. Based in investigation, gesture, the 
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search for possibilities executed within contingent contexts and often inspired by 

necessary responses to political or social conflicts, the rhetorical poetry in this book 

presents responses in literature today that are significant for their commitments with 

negotiating community and engaging public culture. 

  

Rhetoric, Poetry, and Modern Social Movements 

But why poetry? Of all the ways an activist might influence contemporary debate, why 

turn to this ancient and conservative aesthetic, an art that is largely alien from more 

common kinds of communication in postindustrial societies? One reason, perhaps, is the 

specific kinds of pressure it can provide in particular situations; thus, the poets considered 

in this book share more in common with the rhetorical-poetic traditions that predate 

romanticism and modernism.21 Indeed, distinctions between rhetoric and literature, public 

engagement and aesthetic form, were less evident in the Renaissance, for instance. Poets 

and other writers were all formally trained in rhetoric, and, with no concept of “literature” 

yet invented, did not distinguish readily between poetry and other aspects of the 

rhetorical arts.”22 While the more recent poets considered here may not understand 

rhetoric in the ways of their early modern forbearers, they do often explore new cultural 

and social possibilities by creating a kind of liminal space wherein public action can be 

modeled, explored, and invented for particular public audiences.23 And yet, the three-

hundred-year gap between the end of the Renaissance and the present often complicates 

poetry’s relationship to rhetoric in the present. Indeed, today poets tend to identify more 

closely with philosophical traditions, or adhere to strict literary values of aesthetic 
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practice. In part, the invention of literature in the eighteenth century intervenes on poetry 

as a public art, bringing with it traumatic consequences. 

In the eighteenth century, for instance, there began a shift away from the 

modeling of rhetorical situations in drama and poetry toward fundamentally new 

conceptions of rhetoric as a mode of expression that established a clear path of 

understanding between author and auditor. For Adam Smith, George Campbell, and 

Hugh Blair, argues Barbara Warnick, three “critical senses” came to dominate rhetorical 

instruction: “propriety, sublimity, and taste.”24 These profoundly affected poetry in that 

the domain of literature became strongly associated with aesthetics and audience 

appreciation. For belletrists like Smith and Blair, the Sublime contributed “a touchstone 

of creativity, grandeur, and uniqueness.”25 While propriety and the Sublime formed 

qualities of discourse for the Belletrists, “taste was viewed as a capacity of the 

recipient.”26 Such emphasis leaves behind the Aristotelian theory of persuasive 

possibilities that had animated the Renaissance notion of poetics and develops instead 

what Warnick describes as “an empiricist tendency to equate taste with sensory capacity 

and a common-sense impulse to stress the importance of cognition and judgment in taste. 

All of the belletrists agreed, too, that there was an elite somewhere to which one could 

look to establish a taste standard.”27  

With literary study devoted to the development of a reader’s sense of taste, 

something one learns according to various methods of textual engagement, situational 

models of rhetorical engagement as a practice of civic life waned in pedagogical 

significance during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The division transacted 
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between author and audience created an awareness of the author as separate from the 

culture that supported notions of genius. By the Romantic period this leads to the 

harmonious play of the imagination, on one hand, and emancipatory pursuits on the other, 

all of which are found in the works of Coleridge, Wordsworth, Blake, and Shelley. But 

the belletrist emphasis on the Sublime creativity of the writer and the evolution of taste in 

readers stressed the genius or special vision of the poet over others. In the nineteenth 

century this leads to an understanding of literature as “the best that has been thought or 

said,” putting special stress on the hierarchy of relations between author and readership.28 

This in part contributes to the cultural and creative development of what Jeffrey Walker 

calls a “sacerdotal literatus” who, “as the representative of a higher self maintained or 

proposed against the actual downward drift of national culture, turns aside to cultivate the 

sensibilities of the worthy part of the public world from which he necessarily stands 

aloof.”29 This literatus, in an American modernist tradition, contributes, moreover, to “an 

evangelical and charismatic theory of literature and of national culture….”30  

While this sacerdotal literatus informs the making of many of the American 

modernist epics like Ezra Pound’s Cantos or William Carlos Williams’ Paterson, a 

critical subversion of culture began to appear in Zurich after the First World War. 

Following in some ways the Symbolist movement of the 1890s, Tristan Tzara, Hugo Ball, 

Emmy Hennings, Gottfried Benn, George Heym, and others performed at the opening of 

Cabaret Voltaire on February 15, 1915. This theatrical and public performance 

reintroduced the liminal experience of Renaissance drama with the radical 

experimentation of formal expression appropriate to polyglot Zurich—a city of refugees 
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during the horrors of war.31 These performances invited audiences into the spectacle of 

art, thus limiting the division between it and public life. The social and political upheaval 

of Europe at this time found relief in the deliberate reconfiguration of established values 

and social structures, offering instead a connection to the revolutionary social and 

political possibilities latent during this cultural era.32 While Dada conflicts in significant 

ways with the American modernist tradition, the appearance of its creative strategies in 

the U. S. after 1960 helps to explain the historical background that made the 

countercultural movements of the period possible. Dada can be seen as a popular, public 

form that at least initially attempted to downplay social hierarchies and canon formations. 

 Attempts have been made to revise how poetry contributes to social culture in the 

early decades of the twentieth century. For instance, Cary Nelson’s literary recovery of 

social histories in U. S. poetry from 1910-1945 illustrates the great social and political 

possibilities that existed for many writers. The social reconstruction of poetic texts 

Nelson assembles helps show how “literary ‘taste’ is not a superficial phenomenon but 

one embedded within the productive relations of our history.”33 His arguments with 

canon formation in American literary history enables the evaluation of other voices—

voices marginalized by social and political circumstances that prevented legitimization by 

cultural or literary critics. Nelson’s pivotal work makes it possible, as he writes, “to 

propose a general reconsideration of the relations between poetry and the rest of social 

life,” and initiates my investigation of certain poets after 1960.34 If his work considers the 

significant social address and broad popular readership of under-represented texts, such 

as the Little Red Song Book, published by the IWW (Industrial Workers of the World) 
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during the early years of the twentieth century, the writing I address in public situations 

similarly pursues specific social commitments. My claims are made, however, to increase 

our knowledge of contemporary public space and the modalities available in activist 

engagements. I do not attempt to correct the canons of literary history: instead I present 

situations of engagement, and consider the possibilities such literary gestures initiate in 

public contexts.  

 Joseph Harrington also addresses the distinction between U. S. academic and 

popular poetry in relation to social movements in the first decades of the last century. 

While he is concerned with a generic and social consideration of poetry of the period as it 

was being fashioned into “a popular art form—either in terms of the number of readers or 

by way of some inherent connection to ‘the people,’” I make a distinction between public 

and popular writing.35 The poets I examine in the postindustrial, postwar society in 

America do not all have popular following, nor are they particularly concerned with this. 

Instead, confrontation with public culture requires different rhetorical strategies of 

engagement. Harrington, however, enables our understanding of the social history and 

tensions that produced a division in the American modern canon between populist poets 

and modernist authors. In many ways, the Beats of the 1950s finally embody both 

possibilities, taking direction from Ezra Pound and William Carlos Williams as much as 

from the particular experiences and concerns of contemporary social and political life. As 

Harrington observes, “genteel and newspaper poets, communists and New Poets, [B]eats 

and the Poetry Societies of America all share one thing in common: they all, in one way 

or another and to a greater or lesser extent, agreed that poetry possesses an intrinsic or 
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potential duty toward or power among reading (or listening) publics. Accordingly, they 

all became suspect in the eyes of the institutionally ascendant modernist critics.”36 

Unfortunately, this largely remains the case, particular for the Beats, who, while 

maintaining a significant presence in popular culture, have yet to be fully addressed by 

academic literary critics and historians. 

 While others have contributed greatly to our understanding of the social 

relationships of poetry, popular culture, and canonization in postwar culture,37 I pursue 

slightly different relationships to social action in public spaces in order to locate specific 

strategies by poets who confront public situations with gestures that expand possibilities, 

actions, and capacities in social contexts. By focusing on unique pubic situations, rather 

than on larger social movements or categorical descriptions of kinds of social action, we 

can derive an understanding of how publics are engaged rhetorically, and how rhetorical 

poetry, applied through the modalities of possibility, confront the temporal and 

contingent public spaces we inhabit.  

 

Rational-Critical Debate and the Epideictic Mode 

While public sphere studies, following the lead of Jürgen Habermas and others, have 

been concerned largely with rational-critical debate, such approaches link also to the 

disparate disciplines of rhetoric, literary theory, communication, cultural studies, 

philosophy, and others.38 And yet, the terms of this debate frequently overlook the role of 

epideictic modes of communication in the rhetorical making of public attitudes and 

beliefs. The public and private environments we inhabit are striated with claims and 
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imaginings that outpace critical debate in an orgy of textual and visual stimulation, acting 

on the ongoing transformation of civic space, democratic institutions, and global markets. 

Public decisions that arise through legitimate institutions are sustained in part by a 

collective fiction, a belief in the process of debate frequently mediated by actors who 

perform our democratic duties for us in print and digital spaces. The increasingly vibrant 

and dizzying array of textual and visual material, much of it in the form of advertising 

that has recontextualized and coordinated the work of twentieth-century modernist 

literary practice, pleads for public attention, and addresses some of the desires that form 

the basis of key ideologies.39 While the model of rational-critical discourse gives us a 

useful set of tools to investigate how we arrive at decisions and how policies are 

implemented, we must account also for how public space is prepared, in advance, for 

deliberative processes. In an era of digital technologies and stunningly vivid visual 

depictions of the publics we inhabit, temporality trumps tempo: our global capacity for 

rapid communication suggests a preference for velocity over pace, which is tied in with 

economic models that value growth over fruitful production and meaningful labor.40 As 

long as a sense of connection at ever increasing speeds of transmission advances 

communication into all spheres of private and public life, an illusion of participation 

accompanies voyeuristic contributions to democracy. With traditional media outlets such 

as radio and television we now include online sources for news and debate. Blogs, 

Facebook, Twitter, and other digital media provide public spaces for individuals to 

participate in divergent communities interested in politics, travel, art, food, sex, and 

almost any other division of the vast array of public or private experience imaginable.  
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But the story told about rational-critical debate in the public sphere is only 

partially accurate, for clearly public spaces are invested with ideological values that are 

formed prior to deliberative modes of discourse. And yet, the preparation of public space 

by epideictic discourse to ready an audience for other forms of debate should be 

scrutinized, for much is at stake when we stop to consider how belief and desire can spill 

over into acts that are often irrevocable. This book, then, considers the limitation of the 

rational-critical model by looking at how the epideictic shaping of our belief and desire 

by poetic texts and performances can prepare cultural actors for participation in public 

life.  

The modalities of rhetorical engagement described by Struever let us expand the 

rhetorical potential in public spaces to include more than rational-critical discourse in the 

terms of public debate. The epideictic mode, in particular, shows how belief and desire 

filter arguments prior to the deliberative moment. Indeed, the realm of epideictic 

discourse figures prominently as a mode of public communication. Although Aristotle 

defined the epideictic as a mode of “praise and blame,” it has been expanded in 

contemporary rhetorical study to be read as a mode of discourse that addresses belief and 

desire.41 As textures or “coloration” of the symbols, images, commonplaces, discourses, 

and performative acts correlate to represent and persuade individuals about belief, poetry 

can expand actions and capacities in particular situations of public encounter where new 

arguments and gestures form. While film, drama, music, and many other disciplines 

contribute to the reinforcements and expansions of belief in public life, poetry, when used 

as a public art, engages situations in ways that can transpose private feeling into public 
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affect. After 1960, for instance, poetry entered Cold War popular consciousness through 

figures like Allen Ginsberg, Jack Kerouac, and William Burroughs. Their personal 

engagements with social, political, and geographic encounters informed public 

expression and belief during a culturally repressive moment in U. S. history. No longer 

within the provenance of the academy, or associated only with the coteries of postwar 

American poetry, the Beats became popular icons of a much larger social movement that 

prefigured the social upheaval of the latter half of the 1960s.42 While my concern is not 

now with this popular expression of cultural and public literature, or with the academic 

and community-oriented poetics of the period, I pursue the work of poets who envision a 

public and its possibilities at concrete moments of social engagement. Neither popular 

culture nor private expression answers the question of how epideictic modes engage 

public space. Mass culture as the work of the Frankfurt School shows is fraught with 

ideological compromises that reify public action into cultural products for popular 

consumption. By contrast, communities, or subaltern counterpublics, while potentially 

able to provide leverage in public situations, more frequently exist to support and 

reinforce shared values and beliefs without engaging more specifically the larger cultural 

and political domain in which they reside.43 While poetry, since the time of Plato, often 

has held a complicated position in relation to public discourse, the rhetorical poetry I turn 

to addresses public life in ways that can prepare actors for deliberation in specific 

situations. As the history of poetry in western culture has endured a long and complicated 

relationship to social and political institutions, certain poets after 1960 have begun to 
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revise poetry’s role in relation to public discourse, and their work is the focus of this 

book.  

The following chapters look to poetry in the United States for arguments about 

the influence of epideictic communication, about the structure of the public sphere, and 

about private interventions in public spaces that orient attention to social and political 

issues. This book offers a rhetorical study of poetry in several public contexts, showing 

how a rhetorical poetics can lead actors to engage public situations with new and 

meaningful strategies of communication. And based on this exchange, I argue that the 

rational-critical model of the public sphere should be modified to include other modes of 

communication relevant to cultural and ideological formations. Despite the tendency of 

much public-rhetorical theory to focus on rational-critical debate, poetry can make 

unforeseen connections: and these effects surface in peripheral exchanges that compose 

and describe cultural values. While there is no doubt that the model of rational-critical 

debate accounts in many ways for how public spaces develop in cultural influence, I 

argue that a poem is meaningful to public knowledge insofar as it is capable of preparing 

an audience for the possibilities that are latent in how circulations of discourse and other 

symbolic forms are valued. 

 

Rhetorical-Poetic Engagement 

While Poets Beyond the Barricade is motivated in large part by public address, it 

investigates, more importantly, public actions through the models of rhetorical theory and 

literary analysis, disclosing modalities that are shaped by poetic engagement. Such 
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actions in writing focus on the making and reception of poetic texts that reveal the 

discordant values of democratic feeling in conflict with global policy, and in the kinds of 

responses these invite. While many competing theories describe public space and the 

political potentials enabled by it, the accounts here consider also the global and historical 

dimensions of public culture, for poets participate in many social situations, and their 

work invites reflection and evaluation of historical and cultural experiences.  

A significant effort of this book, then, is to explore a recent historical period, 

providing a view of the development of poetry and the rhetorical-theoretical concerns it 

has encouraged in the last half century. I look, therefore, at moments of public 

confrontation in the United States as socially and rhetorically engaged realities that are 

projected in the writing of poets against a social and economic background of global 

markets and ideological conflicts. I move between several fields that intersect with 

rhetorical theory, too. These include cultural studies, activism, and literary studies. In this 

respect, my hope is to reflect the current challenges of rhetorical-critical thinking within 

an interdisciplinary methodology. 

When we defer the cultural conservative obligation to recite the values that will 

turn readers into good citizens, we can see how literature, read rhetorically, prepares 

room for deliberation in the various occasions of public life. For in the solitude of private 

reflection literature can persuasively spur analysis of diverse arrangements, leading to 

associations of experience with others, and to reconsider personal habits of thought and 

feeling that can interfere with contested public space. Literature remains an important 

part of rhetorical education not because it only avows the timely truths of the humanities, 
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but because it instructs us on strategies of seeing ourselves in a world composed of many 

communities and public situations, too. The poets after 1960 whose work I address in this 

context, therefore, begin from a rhetorical perspective on language use that must be taken 

for what a poem can achieve in a given context: not what it represents in terms of broad 

cultural value.  

The portrait of contemporary writing I offer is not glamorous. Few of the poets I 

discuss receive national or global attention for their particular social goals and the 

rhetorical approaches they take in their work to achieve them. Some strategies, too, are 

counterintuitive to our understanding of how we judge particular public interventions. I 

argue, however, that poetry can create possibilities and expand actions and capacities 

from its humble origins on the page of a small press book or in the mouth of a public 

speaker.44 Size and scale for public messages frequently shift. Many of the writers 

addressed in this book deliberately find ways to maximize the spatial impact of their 

engagements through print and web documentation. Strategies, moreover, exist in 

cultural geography that account for how audience formation grows over a period of time. 

Jules Boykoff and others argue that efforts by key people such as editors or other cultural 

actors can help a speech, poem, performance, or commercial product reach a larger 

audience over a short period of time.45 They show how the context in which something as 

seemingly ephemeral as a poem can influence an audience or a larger public with its 

argument. This, in large part, helps explain the efforts of Charles Olson’s editors in the 

pages of a small daily paper to bring his arguments into a civic context. It shows, too, 
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how Denise Levertov’s Peace Movement activism during the Vietnam War carried her 

political poetry beyond specifically literary situations into larger social confrontations. 

If poetry can be viewed as a powerful tool for interacting with the social history 

and everyday life of a place and its peoples, the poets under consideration here bring 

attention to communal and social selvages that interact with other narratives striating 

public spaces in the United States today. This book explores the relations between poetic 

documents and public engagement, and how public spaces are reflected and transformed 

in the context of globalization that characterizes U. S. culture since 1960. From the 

Vietnam War to the occupation of Iraq, a rhetorical poetics that is motivated by social 

and political issues of local and global significance shapes how we understand civic 

protest, public formation, ideological narratives, and cultural history, asking us to look 

more closely at specific public environments and social relations. Since it often works 

against legitimate public records, exposing personal claims about shared environments, 

poetry influences how we understand modal rhetorical interventions that make new 

options, reflections, actions, or capacities possible. The following chapters pursue certain 

situations where poetry has been used to enhance perspectives on public space. Poetry is 

not a method for creating deliberative exchange, but rather it is an epideictic discourse 

that prepares readers and auditors to confront the notion of public addressees. Poets 

Beyond the Barricade, then, investigates rhetoric’s position in the structure of poetry as 

well as the place of poetry in the rhetorically formed spaces of public culture. 
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